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Critique of the society 

Visibility is a trap

Trashing it all

En hommage à Anna Atkins



Link to the video here.

The video includes text, sound and visuals by Klara Kusa, 3 mins, 35 secs, 2022

The idea of this project is to create a never ending paradox. Pro- and anti-capitalist 

statements are mixed together and create a fusion dealing with topics such as shaming, 

visibility on social networks and censorship. The name of the project, “Visibility is a trap” 

is a sentence quoted from the book “Discipline and Punish” by Michel Foucault. 

The project is open towards multiple interpretations and is not finite. The visuals 

presented in the video are a part of an installation that took place in T3, kulturny 

prostriedok. Some visuals served as posters that were on sale including those 

with a statement “Capitalism sucks!”, allowing the paradox to grow even further.

Visibility is a trap, 2022

Visuals used in the video, 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztO7qO0-RwA


Visuals used in the exhibition, 2022

Video text

Capitalism supports visibility on social networks, surveilles us, follows our every step. We are silly citizens, well then, let’s kill us 

in utero, meaning, censor us up right now. Censorship is a necessary commodity of the systemic governmental 

effort. Some data need to be erased, deleted, never see the light of day, people must be silent, shut up. Aren’t you silent? 

Well, then fuck you, you are shamed. But are you? Shaming is a necessary commodity of the systemic governmental effort. 

Anticapitalist scheme? Hard to say. Not anarchy. Utopia is out of fashion right now. Protopia? Maybe… 

Let’s buy the poster and be happy. The creator of the poster? Some capitalist weirdo browsing the Internet, meaning me. 

Well… Hard to be happy without the systemic effort, right? Maybe capitalism isn’t so bad after all. Give me the fucking 

poster. Suck up those endorphins from the newly bought item. Accept vulnerabilities of the system and antisystem. Stop 

being so annoyed and egocentric. Grow up to be nobody, we are full of nobodies. We are silly and fighting the system 

we support. Paradox. No way out. Visibility is a trap.

Visibility is a trap, 2022

Link to the video here.

The video includes text, sound and visuals by Klara Kusa, 3 mins, 35 secs, 2022

Visuals used in the video, 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztO7qO0-RwA


Inside the T3 tram (just for the vernissage): site specific installation including materials like tape, pieces of destroyed posters, green screen, video is projected on green screen fabric on loop via projector

Exhibition view, T3 - kulturny prostriedok, Bratislava, 2022

Visibility is a trap, 2022

For the opening of the exhibition Visibility is a trap, I decided to use two locations that were presented to me, one outside 

the tram at Tyrsovo nabrezie and the other one, inside the tram. The site-specific installation was available 

only for the opening and consisted of the video presented on the carved green screen. The opening of the exhibition 

involved my performance of putting another layer of posters on the wall outside the tram and disturbing one of the DJs 

with my beloved DJ set skills, even though I have never even touched a DJ set. I was basically creating sounds not knowing 

what I was doing. The set was therefore based on two opposite elements, disturbance and cooperation.



Visibility is a trap, 2022

Outside, Tyrsovo nabrezie: (long-term exhibition): 

Left - A poster wall, wooden plates, swing construction, 2x2metres, posters with various designs, spray paint, QR code in the middle allowing the people that walk around the area to watch the video explaining the project, 

Right - A process of adding new layers of posters during the vernissage, 

Exhibition view, T3 - kulturny prostriedok, Bratislava, 2022



Trashing it all, 2022

In this project, I am trying to understand how the development of social networks affects 

our everyday lives. Inspired by John Baldessari’s “Frames and Ribbon” I am playing 

with geometrical shapes not only to avoid facial expression or express satire, 

but to emphasize the power of (missing) digital information. Moreover, the project explores 

the phenomenon of public shaming (nowadays known as “cancel culture”), trashing 

and attacks on the individual’s private space in connection with social networking. 

I, myself, am a survivor of public shaming and I understand the long-lasting effects 

of such a traumatic event. 

There is no perfect way to make a demand on power.There is no way to do feminism 

which will protect you from being attacked. You have to be honest with yourself: am I really 

being unreasonable? Or is the problem with the rest of the world? If it is the latter, 

then don’t be derailed.

Helen Lewis, Difficult Women: A History of Feminism in 11 Fights, N Press, 2020

Artworks made in Photoshop 3D using various 2D photographs, 2022



Artworks made in Photoshop 3D using various 2D photographs, 2022

Trashing it all, 2022



En hommage à Anna Atkins, 2022

Anna Atkins was a famous female photographer that focused on studying herbaria. 

Science was not the best choice for women at that time, so she chose botanics. Later on, 

Atkins published the book Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions that is considered 

to be the first photobook in the history of this medium. She used the technique called cyanotype 

that is based on chemicals producing Prussian blue colour. I took photographs of the UV light box 

and created various structures in 3D space. In this way I decided to modify and alter the everyday reality. 

The story of Atkins and this technique inspired me to such an extent that I decided to pay a tribute 

to her and this technique as I consider Atkins a key figure in the field of feminism and gender equality.  

Artworks made in Photoshop 3D using various 2D photographs, 2022



Artworks made in Photoshop 3D using various 2D photographs, 2022

En hommage à Anna Atkins, 2022



Tierra non grata, 2022

Installation in space, objects, fabrics from the old Merina factory

Final look at the installation, Nova vlna, Trencin, 2022

Merina, the old factory in Trencin, Slovakia was once an iconic building producing textile for customers all around 

the world. It used to employ thousands of people up until it was destroyed by developers and replaced by a small 

office building, AUDOV. As a part of my research, I entered the area where the factory was constructed under 

the supervision of AUDOV workers. During my visit, I received a gift from the designer: small pieces of leftover fabrics 

from the factory. I decided to use them to create an installation in Nova Vlna, a gallery placed inside the Merina complex. 

As a part of my internship in the department of painting, I interconnected my paintings with the received fabrics 

to create an installation in space. The goal was clear, to give a new meaning to these textiles bearing in mind 

the destroyed factory building and traumatized employees that have no idea what will happen to them in the future.

Installation in space, cut, sprayed or painted canvas, fabrics creating various objects from the old Merina factory, 

Nova vlna, Trencin, 2022



1 - White canvas that was walked over multiple times, Merina fabrics in space, installation in space

2 - Cut and appropriated piece of canvas, sprayed over, sprayed wood

3 - Installation n.1, detail

4 - Canvas roll placed on the back side of another canvas, sprayed over using black color

5 - Installation in space using Merina fabrics, canvas stripes   
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Tierra non grata, 2022



Philoshophy of being

Ways of seeing

My body is made out of pixels/atoms

Pseudosphere, (re)searching



sign here: , 2022 (yesno to be continued)

Site-specific installation, Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Bratislava, Slovakia

YES and NO as a gesture and antigesture at the same time that are meeting each other and communicating with each other. 

YES includes NO and NO includes YES. At a certain point, they meet to create a whole unit.

The signature as a denial of signature. Signature as a challenge to another signature.

Elements of accidental (anti)gestures. 

A gesture as a way out of this madness. A gesture is a way out of this madness. A gesture must represent freedom. 

YES has to not-/lose NO and NO has to not-/lose YES.

„Appropriation, or a certain kind of appropriating in visual early postmodern art does not mean theft, as long as the one who engages 

in the appropriation deliberately acknowledges it at the same time. Additionally, he or she knows how to visibly change the context 

(and not only the context of time).“ 

Jiří David, Flash Art CZ/SK, December 2006 - February 2007



From left to right: 

1 - research wall explaining YESNO chapter 

about signature using appropriated objects, various 

typewrited texts, sketches, objects including tape, cup, 

pieces of old canvases, old matrice etc. 

2 - appropriated old canvas sprayed over 

3 - appropriated old canvas sprayed over 

4 - appropriated old canvas sprayed over using wood stick 

that creates a shadow

5 - canvas turned to the opposite side sprayed over, wood 

stick is sprayed over as well and put at the top of the canvas

6 - rolled appropriated canvases 

7 - black paper rolled and turned aside sprayed over

8 - appropriated canvas sprayed over

9 - another exhibition project tierra non grata 

that was reinstalled in AFAD building

sign here: , 2022 (yesno to be continued)

Site-specific installation, Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Bratislava, Slovakia



YESNO, 2022

Old book cover torn apart and written upon using ink, hanged by needle in space, 

A4 - A space for contemporary culture, 2022

YESNO, a world of contradiction, with the book as its basic element. We have pushed this medium aside, it is too slow and old-fashioned. 

A book is passé. Michel Houellebecq describes this situation in his essay Approaches to Disarray. Nevertheless, he adds that literature will 

survive: „It’s enough if you pause, turn off the radio, disconnect the television, not buy anything anymore, avoid craving to buy anything. 

It’s enough if you do not take part, do not know, temporarily halt all mental activity. It’s literally enough if you remain still for a few seconds.“

I am still, placed outside the movement and rush of this civilization. I am turning off notifications, I am visiting nature. I am taking 

unwanted books from book shelters, filling the emptiness with the nonsensical word “YESNO” or its antonym “NOYES”. Automatic ink 

drawings are created as a result. Sometimes, one gesture or signature is enough. Other times, I am adding symbols or the nonsensical two 

words “do-lorem ipsum” to the artworks. 

I am inspired by the author Lubomir Durcek and his drawings. The artist lived during the revolutionary period of multiple changes. Currently, 

we live in a similarly tense situation again, just in a different time and under different circumstances. The impossible has become possible. 

Therefore, I am connecting the words YES and NO together and creating a single unit, I am acknowledging and denying the drawing, and 

finally, connecting these opposite terms. In books, I find a slowing down, a refuge from the maddening world outside. I do believe books will 

survive. As Michel Houellebecq puts it: „Literature will handle anything, it will get used to anything, it rummages through garbage, it licks 

the wounds of misfortune.“

Installation in space, ink drawings on paper / old book papers, 

old book covers torn apart and written upon using ink, hanged by needle in space, 

A4 - A space for contemporary culture, 2022

*Lorem ipsum is a name for a nonsensical textin Latin, used as a default beginning of every graphic document when inserting a block of text. The original text comes 

from the book „On the ends of good and evil” written by Cicero. The preposition „do-„ is placed in front of the word „lorem“ under „dolorem ipsum“. We can translate 

it as “pain itself”. I am deconstructing the nonsensical typesetting text in this way and placing its original meaning into the word. I am pointing out how we forgot to be 

interested in the original meaning of the words that are placed in front of us. Even if they are nonsensical. 



YESNO, 2022

Installation in space, ink drawings on paper / old book papers, old book covers torn apart and written upon using ink, hanged by needle in space, 

A4 - A space for contemporary culture, 2022

As a part of the exhibition YESNO, I decided to work with a performer Celestina Minichova and Kyoto band that have a similar principle 

of creating a performance piece. The performer chose various words from the pages torn from the old books based on the algorithm 

created by the band. The performance was presented during the opening of the exhibition. Visitor could observe and decipher 

my drawings using another medium of art.

kyoto band and Celestina Minichova concert/performance, 1 hour, 9 mins, 5 secs

A4 - A space for contemporary culture, 2022

Live recording available here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZhJQPuBze0


Ways of seeing, 2022

I am taking photographs of my phone placed in the middle of a forest. It happens to be just the right place for its screen 

to reflect the light. I am choosing a shooting regime on my phone. A photograph of a photograph is created. The first 

photograph is of a phone sitting on a branch of a tree. The next one is of a shining light in the middle of the phone’s screen. 

The third happens to be created when I position myself opposite to the light and take a photo of the light with my camera. 

When Joseph Kosuth created his One and three chairs, he knew what he was doing. Inspired by the philosophy 

of Wittgenstein, he created a reality game. Highly inspired by Kosuth’s artworks and Berger’s book Ways of seeing, I am 

dealing with the ways to portray and interpret reality. In the first essay of the aforementioned book, Berger mentions two 

key elements of a photographic medium: light and time. I am working with these elements trying to deconstruct them. 

The goal is to come up with my own definition of a reality with its objective and subjective nature. 

The relation between what we see and what we know is never settled. Each evening we see the sun set. 

We know that the earth is turning away from it. Yet the knowledge, the explanation, never quite fits the sight.

John Berger, Ways of seeing
A phone mounted on the branch reflecting the light in the forest in Bratislava Slovakia

Final selection of the artworks is presented



When creating this series, I was comparing a structure of space, a human body, a digital 

network and a photograph. It may seem as a stretch, to say the least. But does it really? 

I was fascinated by space because we can only assume what is out there. The structure 

of the human body provokes us, because we think we understand it by dissecting it. But do 

we get the real understanding of what is going on in the white sterile environment? 

Digital networks were created by humans and yet, we have no idea how to operate them. 

We are lost just as we are in the knowledge of our bodies. With a photographic image,

it is the same. We think we know it because we see it. But does vision provide us with the 

correct answers, or are they just interpretations based on logical fallacies produced by our 

brain structures? 

The second part of the project was about presenting it to the public. I knew the project 

is interesting visually, but I had no idea how to show its depth to the public. Therefore, 

I decided to create an experiment. The video was presented at Gelnicke iluminacie 

in Gelnica just as a visual game. The next part was to suppress its conceptual meaning 

altogether by posting it on TikTok, well-known for its fast and visually appealing content. 

The conceptual project that consisted of so many philosophical layers was shrunk to nice 

visuals. With the second part of the project, I am asking myself, whether conceptual art 

based on philosophy has a place in Slovak culture. Does it sustain? What is the point, 

if most of the people don’t get it anyway? 

My body is made out of pixels/atoms, 2022

2D abstract photographs processed in Photoshop 3D, 20222D abstract photographs processed in Photoshop 3D, 2022



Link to the video here.

Video using photography movement effects made by Klara Kusa, 31 secs, on loop, 2022

2D abstract photographs processed in Photoshop 3D 

The final selection of visuals presented in Gelnicke iluminacie, Gelnica, 2022

My body is made out of pixels/atoms, 2022

https://www.tiktok.com/@klara.kusa/video/7138375542243478790?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7138375542243478790&lang=cs-CZ


Pseudosphere, (re)searching consists of calligraphic ink drawings with heavy symbolism including arrows, question 

marks and infinity. These symbols carry little, if any meaning after such frequent usage by various Slovak 

conceptual artists (Amongst my main inspirations were Julius Koller, Stano Filko, Rudo Sikora and Dezider Toth). 

When drawing and installing the artworks, I decided to put all of these symbols in a new context. 

To do so, I used words, short sentences and designed a spatial installation where the spectator chooses 

the reading of the story and the final message of the exhibition. The lighting of the exhibition is theatrical 

and it ends with the sentence “I failed.” I do not explain why I ended the reading with such a strong 

self-deprecating gesture. The audience can only assume that the project has not ended. Maybe, 

it is in the process of (re)searching.

Pseudosphere, (re)searching, 2022 

Abstract ink drawings on cardboards using self-written words and sentences, various formats

Exhibition view, Galeria X, Bratislava, 2022



The process of healing

Skins I live in

I rip shit like Sinead O’Connor

minor anesthesia never hurt anyone

my eyes will break through, spewing forth like a



Skins I live in, 2022

Photographs, 2022

Skin. Its paradoxical non-existence. Nakedness. The pain that stems from the absence of skin. 

Identity. The inability to define oneself. This is the basis of the diagnosis called emotionally 

unstable personality disorder. When thinking about the terms “skin” and “identity”, I decided 

to shoot my own photographic film. Every photography creates an authentic scene. When put 

together, the pieces create a story of its own. When trying to get the story into 3D space, I decided 

to create plaster masks of my face. I painted over them or destroyed them in various ways using 

multiple materials to manifest the way the disorder behaves. 

Professor Marsha Linehan, who created a therapeutic approach for treating the aforementioned 

emotional instability, once wrote: “People with BPD are like people with third degree burns 

over 90% of their bodies. Lacking emotional skin, they feel agony at the slightest touch or movement.” 

Maybe that is why I use autotherapy as a way out of this pain. 

Maybe, I am able to create such art due to this pain.

 



Photographs printed on fine art paper, various formats

Plaster masks of author’s face installed in space

Exhibition view, Prasna Basta, Bratislava, 2022

Skins I live in, 2022



Photographs printed on fine art paper, various formats

Exhibition view, Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Bratislava, 2022

Skins I live in, 2022

Site-specific installation using plaster masks and other materials including bandages, wax, plasticine, glass

Some masks were destroyed, some were painted on using acrylic colors/plasticine and kitchen foil 

Exhibition view, Academy of Fine Arts and Design, Bratislava, 2022



I rip shit like Sinead O’Connor, 2022 
Performance during the vernissage of Skins I live in

When thinking about this performance, I decided to create a photograph depicting my face torn to pieces, 

with erased eyes and lips. The photograph was 2 meters long and I knew it would be ideal for this kind 

of a psychological experiment. Tearing my face into pieces means literally deconstructing myself 

in front of people’s eyes. The fragmentation of my identity (which is a key element of a diagnosis of BPD) 

is thus happening not only in the photographs but in front of audience’s eyes. Moreover, 

I am the main protagonist of such an action. Of course, the visitors had no idea what was happening, just 

that rattling sound of tearing something... And suddenly, they figured it out and felt something happening… 

Catharsis? Hopefully.

The name of the project is an homage to Sinead O’Connor herself, fiercely tearing the pope’s photograph 

during a live TV performance, only to face later misunderstanding and spite. The name itself, however, 

is a lyrical line used by Pussy Riot in a song called “Straight Outta Vagina”.

Video performance, I rip shit like Sinead O’Connor, 6 mins 42 secs, 2022

Link to the video here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owx5ftwajKg


I was given this body and I am going to deal with the pain of having this body. Therefore, I am peeling my skin off, 

tearing myself apart, crying it out loud, taking baths in fake blood. I am realizing that having a relationship 

with my computer is easier, I do not have to deal with real people. Real people scare me, I guess it is too much 

of a 3D experience for me. Open your eyes to understand me (or do not, it’s up to you), minor anesthesia would 

not hurt you.

minor anesthesia never hurt anyone, 2021 

Photographs simulating a movie scroll, 2021

Photographs, close-up, 2021



Photographs, collage, printed on fine art paper, 800x53 cm

Exhibition view, Pistori palace, Bratislava, 2021

minor anesthesia never hurt anyone, 2021 
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my eyes will break through, spewing forth like a, 2020

When peripheral vision is lost, we are all lost. Aren’t we? Or is it that in this moment we can 

finally see something? I suffer from the loss of peripheral vision and yet, I am an artist and 

a photographer. When looking for the cause of my vision problem, doctors told me I have 

a cyst of an unknown origin that is pressing on my pituitary gland. Some doctors claimed 

it is Rathke’s Cleft Cyst, some said it is benign tumor. It took me a long time to deal with this. 

Because by dealing with this, I had to deal with death that is constantly present in my life.

I am drowning in negativism, self-hate, doubt, madness - and even I am not strong enough to deny 

the routine, the rote, to simplify. No, I go plodding on, afraid that the blank hell in back of my eyes 

will break through, spewing forth like a dark pestilence; afraid that the disease which eats away 

the pith of my body with merciless impersonality will break forth in obvious sores and warts, 

screaming “Traitor, sinner, imposter.”

Sylvia Plath, The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, New York: Anchor Books, 2000

Self-published zine, digital and analogue photographs and collages, 

appropriated and author’s texts, 2020

Visuals used in the self-published zine, 2020

Visuals used in the self-published zine, 2020



Self-published zine, digital and analogue photographs and collages, 

appropriated and author’s texts, 2020

my eyes will break through, spewing forth like a, 2020
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